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Are businesses losing the war on 
cybercrime? One recent article on ZDNet 
says yes. The number of security 
breaches has risen by 11% just in the last 
year. This is costing businesses even 
more in lost revenue dealing with these 
kinds of attacks. It’s wasting their time 
and resources. 

In 2016, Cybersecurity Ventures stated 
that by 2021, digital crime will cost 
businesses a total of $6 trillion. So far, 
this projection seems on point as hackers 
continue to chip away at businesses 
around the world. They don’t care about 
the damage they’re doing. 

Right now, the Internet is flooded with 
sensitive data. From passwords to 
financial information – it’s out there. 
Some of it is secure, some of it isn’t. 
Either way, because of the sheer amount 
of data floating out there, cybercriminals 
have a greater chance to get what they 
want. And over time, it becomes harder 
to protect that data. 

But the cyber security industry has also 
grown in response. People are fighting 
back. In 2018, the investment into cyber 
security totaled $37 billion. However, it 
seems like it’s just not enough. When 
you look at small and medium-sized 
businesses – the targets of nearly 70% of 
cyber-attacks, according to SMB Group – 
cyber security isn’t taken as seriously as 
it should be. 

In 2017, Harvard Business Review looked 
at the reasons behind why many 
businesses don’t take cyber security 
seriously. The results were interesting. It 
turned out, businesses don’t treat cyber 
security as “the ongoing process that it 
is.” Instead, it’s typically treated as a 
“finite problem that can be solved.” In 
other words, if you do the bare 
minimum for security today, the 
thinking goes, you’ll be protected 
tomorrow. 

The problem is as the Internet changes 
and evolves, so do the threats against its 
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Stop Failures! 

9 Ways to prevent Disaster. 

 

1. Spam Emails: Secure your email 
Most attacks happen through Email. 

 
 

2. Passwords: Apply Security Policies. 

 
 

3. Computer Updates: Keep Microsoft, 
Adobe and JAVA products updated. 
 
 

4. Training: Train your users – Often! 
Teach them about data security, Email 
attacks, policies and procedures. 
 
 

5. Advance Security: Move beyond 
outdated antivirus tools of the past. 
 
 

6. Firewall: Turn on Intrusion Detection 
& Intrusion prevention features. 
 
 

7. Encryption: Whenever possible, the 
goal is to encrypt files at rest and in 
motion. 

 
 

8. Two factor Authentication.  

 
 

9. The Most important is Backup: Local 
(BDR Appliance) & to the cloud, test your 
backups often.  
 

If you need help to implement any of 
these, call us today! 
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users. It’s pretty much impossible to set up a one-and-done 
security solution. If you were to set up something like an 
SMB “quick fix” and walk away, there’s a good chance your 
business would be the successful target of an attack within a 
matter of months. 

This kind of thinking is far more costly than many business 
owners realize. A study by Akouto and Alpha Logistics 
found that businesses that underinvest in cyber security end 
up spending more on cyber security in the long run as they 
deal with attacks – up to 58% more. These costs don’t even 
include downtime or lost wages caused by data breaches. In 
short, recovering from an attack is FAR more expensive than 
investing in security now. 

So what can you do to protect your business? You can start 
with changing the way you think about cyber security. You 
have to accept that the threats are out there and will always 
be out there. But there are things you can do to minimize 
those threats. 

Start with your people. For many businesses, especially those 
smaller than Fortune 500 companies, your biggest threat is 
right inside your organization. For those of us who are 
Internet-savvy, most would never dream of clicking on a 

scammy link or responding to a phishing e-mail. We’ve 
been around the cyber block and we know what to look for. 

However, people still fall for even the most basic scams. 
There will always be someone on your team who isn’t 
informed about these kinds of threats, or those who use 
obvious passwords. ZDNet points out that “only 26% of 
workers know what to do in the event of a breach” and that 
“7% openly acknowledge that they ignore or go around 
security policy.” 

It pays to invest in a thorough and ongoing training 
program. It’s crucial to outline clear and firm security 
protocols so your team knows EXACTLY what to do. No 
one’s left guessing or clicking on anything they don’t 
recognize. 

It’s also crucial to not go it alone. The single best way to 
stay on top of all things cyber security is to hire a highly 
experienced managed services provider who is up-to-date 
on the threats you’re facing. Having a partner means you 
don’t have to assume your business is protected. You’ll 
know your business is protected. 
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Services We Offer 

IT Security Tip : Your firewall is USELESS unless…  

A firewall is a device that acts like a security cop watching over your computer 

network to detect unauthorized access and activity – and EVERY business and 

individual needs one.  However, your firewall is completely useless if it’s not set 

up or maintained properly. Your firewall needs to be upgraded and patched on a 

continual and consistent basis, and security policies and configurations set. This 

is not something you want to try and handle on your own – you are best served 

by letting the pros (us!) handle that for you. 

If you’re one of our clients, we got you covered. If not, you should call us 

immediately to correct the error of your ways: 678-523-5599 

PCPlus Networks connects you 
to maximum return on your IT 
investment with top notch 
business continuity solutions. As 
your partner we'll deliver speed, 
value, and quality from start to 
finish - using expert Engineers & 
project managers to keep 
everything running smoothly. 
We work with you every step of 
the way, from consulting to 
design, project management, 
installation and ongoing 
support. We even back it all up 
with a long lasting warranty. 

IT Services includes: 

Managed Cyber Security 
IT Infrastructure Management. 
Network Support                         
Managed IT Services                        
Cloud Integration                                    
IT Consulting.                             
Hardware/Software                       
Backup & Disaster Recovery           
Network Storage Solutions           
VOIP / Virtualization                   
Wireless / Wi-Fi Solutions              
Virus/Malware Protection           
Email / Spam Protection. 
Business Continuity Solutions                 
IP Video Surveillance.                  
Network Wiring/Cabling   

 

 

Give us a call today at                         
(678) 523-5599 to discuss your 
needs. 

Whenever you stand in front of a group, big or 
small, your influence and effectiveness are on 
the line. Whenever you speak publicly, no 
matter the occasion, it offers people a chance to 
form an opinion of you and your leadership 
abilities. Here are four tips to ensure your 
success when it comes time for you to present 
your ideas. 

1. Have confidence in yourself. 

Being a good public speaker doesn’t require 
magic or genius, but it does require a genuine 
desire to communicate well. Do you feel 
comfortable with the way you communicate 
with your friends, coworkers and family? If so, 
think of public speaking as an extension of the 
way you communicate every single day. The 
ease and confidence with which you talk every 
day is the same manner that you need to have 
when you are speaking in front of a room full 
of people. So, just remember: even if you’ve 
never given a speech, you’ve done this before!  

Another way to build legitimate confidence is 
to prepare and practice. Your confidence will 
increase in direct proportion to how prepared 
you are to speak. The #1 reason most 
presenters bomb is a lack of preparation. 

2. Relax! 

Don’t get overwhelmed. Be comfortable with 
who you are. The more your personality comes 
through, the more authentic the audience will 
find you. Your job isn’t to impress the 

audience with what they think of you, but to 
influence them to think or do something 
because of your message. 

3. Keep it short and simple. 

There was a time when people would listen 
attentively to speeches that were literally 
hours long. Those times, as you know, have 
passed. Now that there are so many ways to 
get information — TV, radio, print media, the 
Internet — live speeches need to be short, 
simple and memorable. Take a look at the 
Gettysburg Address. It is about 270 words 
long. The address also uses simple, single-
syllable words and short sentences. This 
simplicity will make your speech easier to 
digest and harder to forget. 

4. Don’t just say it – feel it! 

Your audience will know if you don’t believe 
in or care about what you’re saying. If you 
don’t believe what you’re saying, why should 
your audience believe it? If what you’re saying 
isn’t important to you, then how can you 
expect your audience to care? 

You can tell a story or be the story. When you 
tell, you communicate what happened. When 
you are the story, you reexperience what 
happened. Your feelings will enliven your 
words and your description will become more 
memorable. 

~ Mark Sanborn, CSP, CPAE, is the president of Sanborn & Associates, Inc., an “idea studio” that seeks 

to motivate and develop leaders inside and outside of business.  

Top Tips  
For Giving  
Better Speeches 
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The #1 Threat To Your Security Is… 
 

You! Well, you and your employees. Like it or not, we are 
our own worst enemies online, inviting in hackers, viruses, 
data breaches and everything else under the digital sun 
through seemingly innocent actions. In most cases, this is 
done without malicious intent. However, if you aren’t 
monitoring what websites your employees are visiting, 
what files they’re sending and receiving and even what 
they’re posting in company e-mails, you could be opening 
yourself up to a world of hurt. 
 
That’s because employees’ actions can subject the company 
they work for to monetary loss, civil lawsuits, data theft 
and even criminal charges if they involve disclosure of 
confidential company information, transmission of 
pornography or exposure to malicious code. 
 
There are two things you can do: One, create an Acceptable 
Use Policy (AUP) to outline what employees can and 
cannot do with work devices, e-mail, data and Internet. 
That way, they know how to play safe. Second, implement 
ongoing training to keep security top of mind. We can also 
run phishing security tests and score your employees. This 
will show you if they know how to spot a suspicious e-mail 
and make them realize just how easy it is to be duped.  

5 Underrated Habits Of Super-Successful 
People 

 
1. Asking Questions. Successful people are also the most 
curious. They’re more interested in finding answers than 
they are worried about appearing to not know everything. 

 
2. Analyzing Feelings And Emotions. The strongest 
people understand that they’re still human and learn to 
monitor, manage, and understand their inner workings. 

 
3. Standing Up To Their Inner Critics. It’s easy to beat 
yourself up and hard to practice self-compassion. But the 
latter will lead you to great things, while the former will 
stop progress in its place. 

 
4. Saying No. The best of us respect their own boundaries. 

 
5. Leaving The Office. Seriously, do it – even working 
from home for 20% of the workweek has been shown to 
increase productivity, not to mention sanity. 
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